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Who are we?
We have been working in corporate events for more than 10 years.

We specialize in the production of events mainly directed to the reception of groups 
in Portugal. 

Our Vision

To give our clients creative and quality solutions during their stay in Portugal by taking 
care of every detail with passion and care through the entire process. 

Well aware of your needs, we can propose programs and activities tailored to your 
image. 

Whatever your ambitions and budget are, our dedicated team of professional event 
managers will provide you with a truly personal service, adding substantial value to 
each event.

Our Team
Guides, Event Organizers, Insiders and Enthusiasts! 

A dedicated team of local experts with different backgrounds and experiences, 
committed to exceed your expectations and provide you the event best suited to 
your wishes!

Feel free to contact us at events@insidelisbon.com.

Why work with Inside Tours?

 →  Dedicated team of experts with a great local knowledge

 →  10 years of experience

 →  Passion for what we do

 →  Tailor made solutions 

 →  Detail-oriented

 →  Value-added services provided 

ABOUT INSIDE TOURS
Tours, Corporate Events & Experiences | Local Experts
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Our Services

Teambuilding Games

Guides and Local assistance

Restaurants & Venues Buy-out

Transfers

Food and Wine Experiences

Corporate Dinners / Gala Dinners and Entertainment

Sightseeing Excursions

Sport and Nature Activities

Meetings

Cultural Events

Hotels

ABOUT INSIDE TOURS
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Our Clients

ABOUT INSIDE TOURS
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What is it?
A pedestrian photo challenge and a fun teambuilding activity to promote 
team interaction and cooperation! Your team will get to know the best of 
Lisbon’s history and culture in a relaxed way, while improving skills such 
as Communication, Leadership, Negotiation, Strategy Development and 
Time Management! 

How it works?
We divide the group into teams, and then give them the following tasks 
to complete: 

→ Find the places marked on the map;

→ Take funny group pictures in each point;

→ Answer questions about Lisbon;

→ Find and collect objects along the way;

→ Try traditional foods and drinks;

→ Ride the old tram, funicular or elevator;

→ Make it more special including Go Cars, Segways, Sidecars and Bicycles.

Discover more!
→ Each player of the team will receive a map and a roadbook, so that 
all participants know what is happening and are able to actively help the 
team, not just following the leader;

→ The teams have several different activities at the same time. This will 
require a good coordination between team members and distribution 
of tasks;

→ There will be several guides along the course to help and assist the 
teams;

→  The activity stimulates interaction with the locals. In order to get some 
of the answers, the participants will have to ask Lisbon locals for help;

→ The teams will discover and receive information about the most 
interesting places of Lisbon: from monuments, squares and churches, 
to cafes and traditional shops. 

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge

Lisbon Photo Challenge | The funniest way to experience Lisbon. Try it!



TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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Includes
- Each team: folder, camera, pen;

- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket to the tram and elevator, traditional savouries and drinks (depending on the  
  chosen option);

- Winning team: a Port Wine bottle;

- Pictures in digital format sent by e-mail;

- Tour guides;

- Insurance.

Photo Challenge with lunch or dinner included
We can provide a lunch or dinner before or after the Photo Challenge, with the most incredible city views. 

Do you prefer something traditional, simple or luxurious?  

And the Winner is…
The team with the highest score at the end of the route!

Scores will be calculated according to the number of correct answers and challenges completed, as well as the most 
original photos and good timing!

We deliver the results two hours after the activity.

Lisbon Photo Challenge | The funniest way to experience Lisbon. Try it!



                Bikes                               Go Cars                              Boats                              Sidecar                       Lunch/Dinner

       Tiles Workshop                Wine Tasting                      Segways                          Gourmet                        Monuments
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Flexibility 
It’s possible to:  

- Change Start and Finish points;

- Change the number of places and quarters to visit;

- Include questions related to the client/event goals;

- Change the number of teams;

- Include Transfer to Lisbon City Center and back;

- Organize special Lunch or Dinner.

We have a structure that allow us to do the Photo Challenge at any quarter of Lisbon that you want to visit and at 
whatever time of the day you want the challenge to take place.

Even more fun!
It’s possible to include any of these in the Photo Challenge activities:

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge

Lisbon Photo Challenge | The funniest way to experience Lisbon. Try it!
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Essential Photo Challenge  |  2 hours

Typical Photo Challenge Castle & Alfama  |  3 hours

This activity takes place in Lisbon’s Downtown area, in the quarters of Chiado and Baixa. 
Excellent for groups who are short on time to visit Lisbon. The activity starts at Praça da 
Figueira in Lisbon’s center, where the group will explore the top sites in the heart of the city 
like the Augusta Street, the Carmo Square, São Pedro Alcântara view point. Perfect sites to 
discover the city on a relaxed pace, with the help of a map and roadbook: you will search 
for objects, interact with the locals and take group pictures. Includes a Ginja (cherry liqueur) 
tasting and a port wine bottle for the winning team.

For a more typical and unique activity, this will be the top choice. It takes place in the 
old quarters of the Castle and in Alfama. Great for groups searching for richer cultural 
experiences. The activity starts with a visit to the Castle of São Jorge, with some tasks and 
a short Quizz! After that, the teams will follow the map and roadbook to explore the Castle 
and Alfama districts, where the fun begins! Finding objects, interacting with the locals and 
taking creative group pictures, with tastings along the way, and a Port Wine bottle for the 
winning team.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
 15min briefing + 1:30h + 15min finish time

TEAMS
10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
15min briefing + 2:30h + 15min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket   

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur);
- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: map and roadbook, 

Castle - São Jorge ticket, Ginja (cherry 
liqueur), codfish cake and green wine;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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Original Lisbon Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The best option for larger groups. This is the perfect way to enjoy the best diversity of 
Lisbon’s sites in the city center. It takes place in the quarters of Chiado, Baixa and Alfama, 
including a ride on the 28 Tram to explore these areas more easily. Different routes will 
separate the teams in opposite directions. There will be enough time to cover all in a relaxed 
pace and to try a diversity of tastings in traditional places. All this with the help of a map, 
activities, fun group pictures, cultural questions and original objects to collect. We offer a 
Port wine bottle for the winning team.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
20min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES
- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Tram #28,  Beer  &   Codfish 
cake, Ginja (cherry  liqueur) and 
Pastel de Nata (custard  tart);

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Gourmet Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

Beyond the beautiful landscape of Lisbon, the best way to really get to know a place is to 
have contact with its people and taste traditional food along the way! This activity combines 
all these things and a lot of fun. It takes place in the center of the city, where the group will 
be divided into teams and each person gets a map and a roadbook. The teams will have to 
find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, take funny pictures 
and, of course, taste the most traditional food and drinks along the way. You will taste the 
famous Ginja (cherry liqueur) Moscatel (traditional liqueur), Porto and Green wine, Cod 
cake, pastel de nata (custard tart) and several Portuguese tapas on typical places.

TEAMS
7 to 10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
20min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Tram #28;
- Drinks and portuguese tapas.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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Bike & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This is a fun activity to explore the city along the Tagus River. It covers two of the main 
touristic areas of Lisbon in a short time: Downtown Lisbon & the Belém district. 

Part of the activity is done with Bikes along the riverfront, to cover the west district of 
Belém between the Monument of Discoveries and the Belém Tower. The other part is 
made on foot in the historical city center.

We can also include a sunset cocktail at the end of the activity.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
90 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ti-

cket  for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur) 
and Pastel de Belém (custard tart), Bike 
ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Go Cars & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This is the perfect activity to cover Lisbon’s main atractions in a short time: Downtown 
Lisbon & Belém district. The first half of the activity is done with the Go Cars, always with 
the assistance of our guides, covering the district of Belém. The second half is made on 
foot in the historical city center. All the teams will visit the main highlights of Lisbon and 
take great pictures along the way. The teams will have to search for clues and find objects, 
taking funny pictures along the way. 
Includes Ginja (cherry liqueur) tasting, the tradicional Pastel de Nata (custard tart) and rides 
on the 28 Tram.

TEAMS
10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, camera and pen;
- Each person: Map and roadbook, ticket

for  tram, Ginja (cherry liqueur) and 
Pastel de Nata (custard tart), water, Go 
Car ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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Segways & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The Segways & Photo Challenge takes place in Baixa, Chiado and Alfama. The group will be 

divided into teams that will rotate from the photo challenge on foot and on segway. 

The teams will have to find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, 

take funny group pictures and ride the tradicional old lift of Lisbon. The Segways part will 

be held in the Moorish quarter of Alfama and Castle citadel.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
100 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket for 

Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry  liqueur), Pastel 
de Belém (custard tart), Segway ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Sidecar & Lisbon Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

This Photo Challenge combined with the Sidecars allows the group to experience the most 
beautiful places of the city, like getting inside the old quarters and admiring its viewpoints. 
This activity is organized in rotation: while some teams are discovering the city center on 
foot, others are taking the Sidecars to the Moorish maze of Alfama, Castle and Graça, with 
picturesque stops in amazing view points. In all sidecar stops the group has to take pictures 
and answer some questions. As an alternative, the Sidecar tour can also be done in Belém, 
to explore its  World Heritage Monuments. 

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map, Roadbook, ticket 

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur), 
Water, custard tart, Sidecar Ride;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
90 people

DURATION
30min briefing + 3h + 30min finish time

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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Sailing & Photo Challenge Lisbon  |  5 hours

This activity takes place in Downtown Lisbon, in the quarters of Chiado and Baixa. Good for 
groups who want fun activites in a short period of time. 

The group will be divided into teams and each person gets a map and a roadbook. The 
teams will have to find specific places on the map, search for clues and several objects, 
taking funny pictures along the way. Includes a Ginja (cherry liqueur) tasting. 

At the end of the route, a Sailboat will be waiting for you for a great trip around Lisbon’s 
Coast. As an option we can provide a cocktail on board.

MINIMUM
40 people

MAXIMUM
70 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket 

for Glória Lift, Ginja (cherry liqueur);
- Winnig team: Port wine bottle
- Cocktail not included.

Go Cars, Segways & Photo Challenge  |  4 hours

The ultimate Lisbon activity! All teams will rotate between a  photo challenge on foot, a 
segway quiz tour and a Go Car route, covering a larger area and having a more challenging 
and fun experience. Go cars will cover Belém, the Photo Challenge downtown Lisbon 
and the Segways the Castle hill and Alfama. Great for groups searching for funny cultural 
activities when short on time. The teams will have to find specific places on the map, search 
for clues and several objects, and take funny pictures of the group. Along the activity, each 
group will have to succeed several traditional tasks.

TEAMS
7-10 people per team

MINIMUM
20 people

INCLUDES

- Each team: Folder, digital camera and 
   pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook,  Ginja   

(cherry liqueur), Pastel de Nata (custard 
tart), Go Car & Segways rides;

- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Lisbon Photo Challenge
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iPad Lisbon Challenge | Teambuilding activity guided by iPad 

What is it?
A fun teambuilding activity to discover Lisbon with the help of iPad 3G 
& GPS technologies. 

How it works?
First we divide the group into teams and give an iPad to each one of them.
During the iPad activity the teams have to complete following tasks:
→ Find the places marked on the App map with Geo-location technology
that allows to move it anywhere on the map, and offers the teams 
position information on real time;
→ Take funny group pictures or videos in each point;
→ Answer questions about Lisbon;
→ Find objects along the way;
→ Try traditional foods and drinks;
→ Ride the old tram, funicular or elevator;
→ Take a use of a wide range of gadgets and interactive activities to
have fun and promote dynamism with the rival teams.

Features
→ Photo & Videos;
→ Communication between teams – annoy opponents; 
→ Great team interactivity;
→ Gadgets;
→ Prize setup;
→ Score updated in Real-time;
→ Quiz & Clues;
→ Totally  tailor made for the client needs;

→ Augmented reality and QR codes readers.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
iPad Lisbon Challenge

MINIMUM
20 people

MAXIMUM
Under request 

INCLUDES
- Each team: iPad;
- Each person: tram ticket, Ginja (cherry   

liqueur) and pastel de nata (custard tart);
- Winning team: Port wine bottle.

Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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Tagus River Regatta | Lisbon

The group will be introduced to this dynamic activity which combines friendly competition with the relaxation of a day 
spent on a sailboat. This activity takes place while surrounded by delightfully charming views of Lisbon! The competition 
on the sailboats allows the opportunity to practice great skills such as leadership, individual and collective responsibility, 
decision making, evaluation of response’s quality/capacity and quick thinking. 

The group will be divided into teams of 6/10 crew members each and will get a briefing to learn how a regatta works 
and how to maneuver the boats. There is a general briefing before boarding and a safety briefing on each vessel with 
its crew. Then it’s competition time! We will have a race in the Tagus River!

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: On request

DURATION

4 Hours

INCLUDED

- A race director;
- An accredited boat skipper;
- 1  support Boat;
- Awards for the winning team and diplomas of participation 
   for all teams.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Cocktails and snacks for the awards ceremony;
- Professional photographer (photographic coverage of the 
   event and a DVD with the photos);
- Team uniforms;
- Lunch at Lisbon’s Docks, in the north bank of the Tagus 
   River.

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Tagus River Regatta
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Portuguese Cooking Experience | Lisbon

Highly fun experience, great for corporate groups, where everyone learns about and enjoys typical Portuguese flavours, 
while listening to music and drinking wine!

The group will be guided through several integrated and very funny exercises. Divided in four teams (starters, deserts, 
main dish and drinks), each team will have to learn and prepare a traditional course of a Portuguese menu with the 
help of our professional cooks (a monitor for each group). The group will then sit down to enjoy the meal they have 
just prepared.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: 70

DURATION

2 to 3 Hours

INCLUDED

- Welcome drink and snacks;
- Cooking Lesson with professional cooks/monitors;
- Dinner with drinks at the end of the lesson.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Add a competitive feeling to the activity creating a “Master 
   Chef Competition” environment, where all the dishes will 
   have to be evaluated by a guest panel. The best team wins  
   a bottle of Port wine!

TOP TEAM BUILDING
Portuguese Cooking Experience
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Jeep Safari Sintra & Wine Tasting

Allow your guests to unwind while exploring the mystical, fairy tale forests of Sintra and its Natural Park through its 
great off-road tracks. The participants will be picked up at their hotel and will have a guided tour through Sintra’s 
Natural Park. They will stop at locations of enchanting scenery and astonishing views.

The activity also includes a visit to the historical center of Sintra and a stopover at Cabo da Roca. This is a very flexible, 
relaxed tour, combining UNESCO World Heritage Sites, nature, ocean views, off-road tracks, and tastings of local wine 
and pastries.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 7
Maximum: 200

DURATION

4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Jeep with local driver/guide;
- 2 bottles of water per person;
- 2 pastries per person;
- 1 wine tasting;
- Pick up and drop-off at the hotel in Lisbon or Cascais;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- More Wine cellar activities: extra tastings, “bottle your own   
   wine”;
- Dynamic team building Rally Paper;
- 1 hour of Kart-Cross-Driving or rock climbing;
- Sailing trip from Cascais to Lisbon with lunch on board;
- Beach buffet including lunch & several activities;
- Picnic in the forest of Sintra’s Natural Park or at the beach;
- Visit local palaces with a tour guide: National Palace, Pena 
   Palace and Regaleira Palace.

MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
Jeep Safari Sintra & Wine Tasting
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Lisbon Vintage Tram Tour

One of the most traditional and authentic ways to visit Lisbon: riding in one of the old yellow trams! 

The tram will be exclusive for your group. 

Take a glamorous trip through Lisbon’s historical quarters, while comfortably seated and enjoying the landscape our 
guides will help you discover,

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

2 Hours

INCLUDED

- Private tram rental;
- Local Guide for each 20pax/tram;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Tastings during the tour: Pastel de Nata (custard tart),              
   Port  wine and Ginja (cherry Liqueur);
- “Minhota” (waitress wearing traditional Portuguese clothes);
- A Fado live show inside the tram.

MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
Lisbon Vintage Tram Tour
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Boat Dinner Lisbon

Enjoying a delicious dinner & beautiful views of Lisbon at the same time? Inside Lisbon offers that possibility with 
dinner cruises for groups!

On our private boat we take you on a tour along the riverfront with excellent views over the city. Because the boat is 
reserved exclusively for your group, you can decide your own route and departure time 

To make your dinner cruise exactly what you were looking for, you can also have a custom tailored menu with open 
bar and with fado or jazz music. You just need to choose between a sailing boat or a catamaran.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: 140

DURATION

3 Hours

INCLUDED

- Boat/ship rental with crew;
- Dinner Menu;
- Open Bar;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Live jazz or fado music;
- Themed party;
- Transfer Hotel/Dock/Hotel.

MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
Boat Dinner Lisbon
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Dolphin Watching | Arrábida

Come and see the most intelligent mammals in the world on a modern catamaran. 

In the Sado river lives a community of around 30 dolphins that live peacefully in Lisbon’s surroundings and are eagerly 
waiting for you. 

Here you can watch dolphins in their natural environment and learn more about these fascinating animals. 

Also includes Tróia Coastline and Arrábida Sightseeing and sailing, with time for a swim*.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 8
Maximum: 80

DURATION

3 to 4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Exclusive boat rental with sailing crew included;
- Local Guide;
- Insurance.

*Swimming is only recommended during the summer months

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Arrábida/Hotel;
- Lunch, snacks and drinks on board;
- Jeep Safari in Arrábida;
- Combine with a Wine Tasting.

MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
Dolphin Watching
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Surf Experience | Sintra, Carcavelos, Costa da Caparica

There is no better way for your team to get out of the office and enjoy an exciting and refreshing team building exercise. 

Having a corporate surf lesson on one of Portugal’s beautiful beaches gives your team the opportunity to have fun 
together, while recharging batteries and strengthening their bonds. 

Come and try this adrenaline pumping experience with us! The Surf School is waiting for you! 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

2 Hours

INCLUDED

- 2 hour class with monitors accredited by the Portuguese  
   Surfing Federation;
- Theoretical briefing;
- Warm-up and in-water training;
- Free access to showers and changing room; 
- All the equipment required for surfing;
- Water and seasonal fruit;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Tents and sunshades;
- Professional photographer (photographic coverage of    
   the event and a DVD with the photos).

MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
Surf Experience
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Corporate Dinners/Gala Dinners | Lisbon Region

Lisbon, one of Portugal’s most vibrant and beautiful cities, has a multitude of special venues for corporate dinners and 
galas. We have a network of spectacular venues such as palaces, castles, museums, wine cellars, sailing boats and historical 
restaurants. We also know the most typical restaurants at the city center.  

The whole event will be arranged for you and can include: luxury/unique transfer to and from venue, gourmet dinners 
with wine pairings, Sommeliers and Guides, Traditional Music (Fado singers or Academic Music Groups- “Tunas”), Dancers, 
upscale Catering, bar and dance floor set up for after dinner. We will ensure that your important corporate dinner event is 
a success and memorable for all the guests.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

On request

INCLUDED

- Venue, setup and decorations;
- Catering & service.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Luxury/unique transfer to and from venue;
- English speaking Sommeliers and Guides;
- Dancers;
- Professional photographer;
- Bar and dance floor set up for after dinner;
- Traditional Music (Fado singers or University Music 
   Groups/“Tunas”);
- Jazz music;
- DJ.

DINNER & FOOD EXPERIENCES
Corporate Dinners / Gala Dinners
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Lisbon Food & Wine Tour 

A mouthwatering experience, right in Lisbon’s city center! Enjoy the best flavours the Portuguese gastronomy has to 
offer! We will visit different typical establishments where you will taste the typical gastronomy of Lisbon: Port wine & 
cheese with marmalade, Ginja (cherry liqueur), Pastel de Nata (custard tart), Red wine from Alentejo, codfish cakes and 
much more! 

Along the way the guide will show you the best places of Lisbon and tell you about the culture and history of the city! 

This is a fun and delicious activity for all types of groups!

DINNER & FOOD EXPERIENCES
Lisbon Food & Wine Tour

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION
4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Walking tour local guide;
- Bottles of water;
- Tastings included: Port Wine and São Jorge Cheese, 

Codfish cake and Green Wine, Ginja (cherry liqueur), Bread, 
Chorizo and Red Wine, Tapas and Wine.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS
- Combine with Go Cars, Segways or Tuk Tuk ride



GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Walking Tours 

Inside Lisbon Daytrips

28
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Best of Lisbon Walk

For a perfect introduction to the colourful history and stories of Lisbon, take a guided walking tour in downtown Lisbon. 
Discover the city’s history and its secrets and legends.

We will show you the most beautiful views of Lisbon and its main districts, such as the historical Baixa, totally rebuilt after 
the massive earthquake of 1755. Walk in the glamorous Chiado, with its old cafés, boutiques, theatres and bookstores. 

Discover the typical Alfama, one of the oldest neighborhoods of the city. Join us and learn more about Fado, taste the 
famous Pastel de Nata and, of course, the Ginja – Lisbon’s typical cherry liqueur.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

3 Hours

INCLUDED

- Local guides;
- Pastel de Nata and Cherry liqueur tastings.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Include Porto Wine tasting;
- Include dinner or lunch.

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Walking Tours
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Alfama & Fado Walk | Lisbon

Take a walk in this picturesque medieval neighbourhood, once a Moorish and Jewish quarter, which is almost like a small 
village in itself. Thanks to its rock-solid structure, it remained standing after the 1755 earthquake which destroyed 85% of 
Lisbon, making this the oldest neighbourhood in Lisbon. Nowadays, it is almost like a time capsule that can take you on a 
journey back to the years before Lisbon was destroyed by the earthquake. One could get lost in its maze of narrow streets, 
alleys, and charming colourful buildings, where the Fado traditions are still very present.

During this walk we will discover the history, the traditions, and viewpoints that this quaint neighbourhood has to offer, and 
we will even enjoy a live Fado show in the heart of Alfama.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

3 Hours

INCLUDED

- Local Guides;
- Fado Show and dinner.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Include wine and cheese tastings;
- Transfers.

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Walking Tours
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Lisbon Total Experience

Take a guided walking tour in downtown Lisbon and discover its history, secrets and legends. We will show you the most 
beautiful views of Lisbon and its main districts, such as the historical Baixa, totally rebuilt after the massive earthquake of 
1755. Walk in the glamorous Chiado, with its old cafés, boutiques, theatres and bookstores.

If you want to crank it up a notch, we suggest completing the walking tour in downtown Lisbon, with a visit to Belém 
in a Go Car, Tuk tuk or Segway. Enjoy the ride along the waterfront to Belém, which will allow you to pass by markets, 
museums, nightclubs, bars and restaurants. Learn about the Portuguese Age of Discovery and the mighty Portuguese 
Empire, once the largest and most influential empire in Europe. Find out about the Tower of Belém, a masterpiece of 
the 16th-century and Lisbon’s most iconic monument. You don’t want to miss the amazing Monastery of Jerónimos, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most impressive examples of the Portuguese Manueline architectural style. 
Finish your experience in the most famous pastry shop in Portugal, where you can taste the best custard tart in the World. 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION
4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Local guides;
- Ginja (traditional cherry liqueur) and Pastel de Nata (tradi-
   tional custard tart) tastings;
- Go Car, Tuk tuk or Segway ride.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS
- Include visit inside monuments, such as the S. Jorge

Castle!

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Walking Tours
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Sintra & Pena Palace

Sintra is a truly magical place, defined by towering mountains and lush forests which create a microclimate that is always 
several degrees cooler than Lisbon. It is known for its characteristically romantic mist that frequently shrouds it, reminis-
cent of a scene from a fairytale. Its unique characteristics have led UNESCO to classify it as a World heritage site in 1995 
(category Cultural Landscape). For its environment, history, mysticism, architecture and lifestyle, Sintra is considered to be 
the most Romantic town in Portugal.

The tour starts with a beautiful drive along the Sintra Mountain range to reach the majestic Pena Palace, where your local 
guide will fill you in on the stories and histories of this fascinating site. Then, the guests will be taken to the fairytale-like 
village of Sintra, where they will enjoy a tasting of Port wine and traditional pastries, followed by 1 hour of free time to 
explore the village. 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

4 to 8 Hours

INCLUDED
- Bus;
- Port Wine and traditional Sintra pastry tasting;
- Water;
- Pena park and palace ticket;
- Pena park bus transfer;
- Local Guide;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Lunch or dinner and Drinks;
- Picnic in Sintra Park.

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Daytrips
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Cascais & Sintra Tour 

The day will begin with a drive into the magical town of Sintra, with its mystical palaces and exotic parks, where you are 
sure to feel as if you have stepped into a fairy tale. Then we will take the group through the valleys of the Sintra Park, 
stopping at several lookout places to enjoy the gorgeous views overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. 

We will then have a 30 min stop to enjoy the views from the high cliffs at Cabo da Roca, the most western point of 
continental Europe. 

The group will have free time for pictures and to enjoy the panoramic walks along the trails in the rim of the cliffs. The 
route back to Lisbon will take us through the beautiful towns of Cascais and Estoril, considered by many as the Portuguese 
Riviera.

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Daytrips

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION
4 to 8 Hours

INCLUDED

- Bus;
- Local Guide.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Lunch or dinner and Drinks;
- Picnic in Sintra Park;
- Include wine, cheese and pastries tastings.
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Arrábida Wine Tour

Come and explore the impressive natural landscapes of the Arrábida Mountains and, at the same time, tantalize your 
palate with several wines typical of the region. 

The tour will begin in the Arrábida Natural Park, stopping in several viewpoints along the way. As for the tastings, we start 
with the Casa Museu José Maria da Fonseca, with a guided tour of its gardens and old cellars which houses are the oldest 
collection of Moscatel Wine in the world. At last, we visit the famous Quinta Palácio da Bacalhôa, dated from 1480, where 
we’ll visit the Palace, the vineyards and the cellars.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 20
Maximum: 100

DURATION

4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Bus and local guide;
- Wine tasting at Casa Museu José Maria da Fonseca (white 
   and red wine, and a selection of Portuguese cheeses and 
   breads);
- Wine tasting at Quinta Palácio da Bacalhôa (white and red 
   wine, and a selection of Portuguese cheeses and breads);
- Historical tile collection in the Palácio da Bacalhôa;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- For a full day option, combine with Dolphin Watching, or  
   add Quinta de Alcube cellar to the Tour, with more tradi-
   tional Wine tastings;
- Lunch or dinner at Arrábida Natural Park;
- Include sweets and pastries in the tastings.

GROUP TOURS
Inside Lisbon Daytrips
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Jeep Safari Lisbon City Tour

This is a fun activity to break out from a hectic corporate life: experiencing Lisbon in a 4x4 Jeep that can take you on an 
adventure through the city’s famous 7 hills!  We will pick up the group at the Hotel, where the participants will be divided 
into smaller groups of 6 people per Jeep. The tour starts in the city center, passing by the Avenue of Liberdade and the 
Baixa district. 

We will take a short walk through Lisbon’s most beautiful squares and stop for a Ginja (cherry liqueur) tasting. Afterwards 
we will drive by the Monastery of S. Vicente, the National Pantheon, Chiado and Estrela main streets. Our last stop will be in 
Belém, one of Lisbon’s most monumental and historical areas. This was the starting point for most Portuguese explorers 
who departed on their voyages of discovery of the New World and trade routes!  In Belém, we will take you on a journey of 
discovery through the Monastery of Jerónimos, the Belém Tower and the Monument of Discoveries, finishing with some 
free time to try the delicious traditional custard pastries, the “Pastéis de Belém”.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 6
Maximum: On request

DURATION

2 Hours

INCLUDED

- Jeep tour with driver;
- Official tour guide;
- Pastel de Belém (custard tart) and water;
- Pick up and drop-off at the hotel in Lisbon or Cascais;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Extra tastings;
- Combine this activity with a dynamic team building Rally 
   Paper;
- Combine with a Sailing tour of Lisbon with lunch on board.

LAND
Jeep Safaris
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Jeep Safari Arrábida & Wine Tasting

What better way to de-stress and recharge energies, than to see the fascinating landscapes, villages, beaches and 
spectacular views of Arrábida on a Jeep Safari? Explore one of the most impressive Natural Parks of Portugal on this 
one of a kind picturesque tour. 

The participants will be picked up at the hotel and will be given a briefing instruction by the driver/guide in reference 
to route, stops and itinerary. 

The first stop is in Cape Espichel before heading east to explore one of Europe’s most gorgeous bays: the Arrábida 
coast. Here we explore the valley of Azeitão first, famous for its vineyards, and stop to visit an old wine cellar and have 
some wine tastings. Finally we drive through the park towards the breathtaking beaches of Arrábida.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 20
Maximum: 200

DURATION

4 Hours

INCLUDED

- Jeep with local driver/guide;
- 2 waters per person;
- 2 pastries per person;
- Pick up and drop-off at the hotel in Lisbon or Cascais;
- Wine cellar guided visit with 2 wine tastings.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

Full day option: 
- Dynamic team building activity - Rally Paper;
- Beach Activities like volleyball, canoeing and rappelling;
- Catamaran trip for a Dolphin watching tour;
- Visit to local producers of regional products such as wine       

or cheese;
- Have a fish barbeque;
- Lunch in Portinho da Arrábida;
- Tiles workshop.

LAND
Jeep Safaris
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Jeep Safari Sintra with iPad

LAND
Jeep Safaris

This activity will take place in the magnificent scenery of Serra de Sintra, with exploration of places of great beauty and 
mysterious landscapes.

The transportation will be in 4x4 vehicles, with navigation by iPad road-book in order to give all the participants a better 
and greater knowledge of the Sintra National Park. 

 Groups will be divided into teams, each team will receive a Kit with an iPad Road-Book containing a series of challenges 
and issues that the team will have to respond in the best way. This will be the best way to, along with the performance 
of the challenges, determine the best rated team.  

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 24
Maximum: 100

DURATION

7-8 Hours

INCLUDED

- Jeep with driver;
- Official tour guide;
- iPad with the Road Book;
- Water;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Lunch in a Winery;
- Add Teambuilding Games.
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Kart Cross | Sintra

Looking for some fun and excitement to boost the spirits of a busy, hard-working corporate group? Then a kart cross 
experience is the perfect activity! Test your skills behind the wheel of a fantastic “off road” Buggy. 

Learn how to drive like a real rally driver and master the exciting techniques of rally to control your buggy on rough terrain 
and daring road turns. It is a fun and perfectly safe activity, even for the faint hearted! 

This route in the invigorating landscape of Sintra’s Mountain range is certainly an unforgettable experience! 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum:10
Maximum: 20

DURATION

1 hour

INCLUDED

- Buggys;
- Support staff;
- Bottles of Water;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Kart Circuit/Hotel;
- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Add a competitive element to the game, and offer team 
   uniforms and prizes to the winning teams;
- Snacks and Drinks;
- Lunch and Drinks.

LAND
Racing & Karting
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LAND
Racing & Karting

Pro-driving Corporate | Estoril

Searching for a great way to reward your team and revitalize their spirits? Or are you thinking up ways to improve your 
position with customers and suppliers? Then look no further! Get ready for an exhilarating professional driving experience 
in a world renowned circuit, in the heart of the Estoril Coast! 

The Estoril Circuit is located in a high quality touristic area and has a high quality of service.

This experience can be custom made depending on what the group requires. 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: On request

DURATION

4 hours

INCLUDED

- Race Car;
- Professional driver and teacher;
- Bottles of Water;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Racing Circuit/Hotel;
- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Add a competitive element to the game, and offer team 
   uniforms and prizes to the winning teams;
- Coffee Break;
- Lunch and Drinks.
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Kart & Arrábida Tour | Palmela & Arrábida

Surprise your group with a fun, laid back day, combining a karting activity with a pleasant tour of the picturesque Arrábida 
hills, just outside of Lisbon! We will pick you up at the hotel and head south to the heart of the Arrábida Natural Park with 
its magnificent views over the Atlantic Ocean. The Kart experience will take place at Palmela. When you’re finished, why 
not go for a swim at Portinho da Arrábida Beach which is right next door, and go for a lunch by the sea? We will then spend 
the afternoon in the Arrábida and Sesimbra area, along its beautiful beaches and bays.

 It’s also possible to include a visit and wine tastings in one of the oldest wine cellars in Portugal. We return to Lisbon via The 
25th of April Bridge, with amazing views over Lisbon and the Cristo Rei.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 12
Maximum: On request

DURATION

Half Day or Full Day

INCLUDED

- Arrábida Tour;
- Bus and driver;
- Local Guide;
- Karts & Helmets;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Visit to a traditional wine cellar with wine tastings;
- Lunch at Portinho da Arrábida.

LAND
Racing & Karting
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Lisbon’s charm is magical and captivating, but its seven hills can become quite challenging if your aim is to explore as 
much of the city as possible. Why walk, or ride a bus, when you can experience the city in a unique vehicle which can take 
you where no tour buses can go? We have finally figured out the best ways to explore them without missing any of the fun 
of the narrow streets and hidden alleys.  Combine these exciting rides with one of our teambuilding activities, to create a 
thrilling and memorable experience!

Cool Rides and Transfers | Lisbon

Bikes

Classic Cars

We will take you on a unique biking experience at the best river front areas of Lisbon: Belém 
or Parque das Nações. You can have a look out at the superb views of the main sites of Belém, 
taking the bikes to ride along the Tagus River, passing under the 25th April Bridge until Belém. 
Our first stop will be the striking Discoveries Monument. We will ride to the Tower of Belém and 
then turn to see the Cultural Center of Belém and the beautiful Monastery of Jerónimos. Or 
you can go to the Parque das Nações - contemporary Lisbon, where exotic gardens, modern 
architecture and the Tagus River merge in perfect harmony.

This is the classiest option to carry your clients. With our “Old Timers”, the journey will certainly 
have a different appeal. 

We can organize events with up to 80 cars. 

We can make transfers from or to the airport, hotels, restaurants, tourist’s facilities and 
stopping for monuments and meals as requested.

MINIMUM
N/A

MAXIMUM
40 per group

MINIMUM
N/A

MAXIMUM
80 per group

INCLUDES
- Bike and Helmet;
- Local guide;
- Insurance.

INCLUDES
- Classic car transfer;
- Driver;
- Insurance.

LAND
Cool Rides
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Go Cars

Segways

The coolest way to visit Lisbon! The group will be able to drive the Go Cars along Lisbon’s city 
center passing through the most emblematic districts of the city! And these little yellow cars 
can go where tour buses can’t! This activity is a fun and relaxing way to experience the real 
Lisbon. The group will enjoy a self-driving Go Car tour to discover and explore the city center 
and its great monuments.

Districts: Chiado, Baixa, Belém, Alfama

The hills of Lisbon won’t be a problem for you any longer! Explore the city cruising effortlessly 
on two wheels. After 5 minutes of training, the Segway will feel like an extension of your body 
and you won’t want to get off! The Segway allows you to cover a larger area in a short time, 
giving you a perfect overview of this fascinating city, while experiencing this new, cool and fun 
way of transportation. An experienced guide will accompany you through the most typical 
neighborhoods of Baixa, Chiado and Alfama while explaining the sites along the way.

MINIMUM
N/A

MAXIMUM
38 per group

MINIMUM
20 per group

MAXIMUM
50 per group

INCLUDES
- Go Cars;
- English speaking guides with scooters;
- Insurance.

INCLUDES
- Segways and Safety Helmet;
- Insurance.

LAND
Cool Rides
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Tuk Tuk

Lisbon’s Vintage Tram

Hop into a three-wheeled Tuk Tuk and ride through the stunning capital of Portugal! These 
agile vehicles are an exciting way to get around and the best way to discover Lisbon’s narrow 
streets. They go where buses and trams can’t access! Visit typical streets, unique colourful 
squares, entangled alleys, and grand monuments. With the Tuk Tuk you are free to stop 
wherever you want, enabling you to feel the pulse of the city and its people.

One of the most traditional and authentic ways to visit Lisbon: riding in the old yellow trams! The tour 
starts in front of the Basilica da Estrela where the private trams are waiting. The guests will enjoy 
a ride on the tram along the old districts all the way to Alfama. Sparkling wine will be served along 
the ride and a local guide will tell you all about Lisbon! The tour continues on foot with a walking 
tour inside the maze-like narrow streets of Alfama, where a short stop for wine and cheese tasting 
is provided. A live Fado show is optional! The last part of the walk is along Lisbon’s 18th century 
squares of the Baixa district. Some tastings along the way will give a more relaxed feeling to the tour. 

MINIMUM
20 per group

MAXIMUM
90 per group

MINIMUM
N/A

MAXIMUM
N/A

INCLUDES
- Tuk Tuk ride;
- English speaking guide/driver;
- Insurance.

INCLUDES
- Segways and Safety Helmet;
- English speaking guide with scooter;
- Insurance.

LAND
Cool Rides
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Team Building Games | Sintra & Arrábida

Teambuilding games can be used by any company to promote a better teamwork at workplace. These funny games can 
be very important to improve communication and motivation, ice breakers to help get to know each other better, learning 
effective strategies, improving productivity and learning about one’s strengths and weaknesses.

What we offer are fun and challenging activities that can help improve employee performance and productivity at the 
office.

These team building activities can be made in the mysterious village of Sintra or the Arrabida Natural Park.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: On request
Maximum: On request

DURATION

2 to 4 Hours

INCLUDED

- English speaking Monitors;
- All equipment necessary to play the games and do the 
   activities.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Combine with a Jeep Safari tour;
- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Add wine and traditional pastry tastings;
- Lunch or dinner and Drinks.

LAND
Team Builing Games
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Treasure Hunt Lisbon 

Being one of the oldest capitals in Europe, Lisbon has a diverse, colourful and often bloody history, as the narrow streets, 
castles, monasteries and churches can testify. It is a city full of exciting secrets, hidden passages and tunnels! This thrilling 
activity will allow your group to experience the best of Lisbon in a fun way! The group will be divided into teams, and with 
the help of a map and clues they must find the highlights of the city. In each location marked on the map, the teams will 
complete the tasks: thematic group photos, questions and games, to get the puzzle pieces that will help uncover the secret 
treasure of Lisbon. At the end, with all the puzzle pieces gathered, the teams must solve the puzzle to find the hidden 
treasure of Lisbon!

This activity can also be adapted to introduce a new product to your employees. Puzzle solving is not only an enthralling 
and high-energy, team-building tool, but also an exciting internal marketing technique! 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 20
Maximum: 360

DURATION

2 to 6 Hours

INCLUDED

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, ticket for Tram, codfish 

cake and Ginjinha (traditional cherry Liqueur);
- Winning team: Porto wine bottle;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Change the Start and Finish location;
- Change the number of places and districts to visit;
- Include questions related to the client/event goals;
- Provide bus transfers to the City Center and to hotel;
- Add more tastings during the activity;
- Change the duration of the experience;
- Add lunch or dinner.

LAND
Treasure Hunts
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Treasure Hunt in Sintra

Visit the village that was once the home of Sultans, royal summer palaces and a popular summer destination for European 
Royal families, poets and artists. Sintra is situated in an enchantingly fairytale like mountain, its magical atmosphere has 
been the source of many local myths and miracles. 

This amazing activity takes place in the mythical village of Sintra, which is classified as a World Heritage site by UNESCO. 

The groups will be divided into teams, which will have to uncover a hidden treasure with the help of maps and clues. Along 
the way the teams will get to know the most incredible monuments like the Pena Palace and the Moorish Castle on the 
top of the Sintra Mountain, the National Palace and the astonishing Quinta da Regaleira.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 24
Maximum: On request

DURATION

3 Hours

INCLUDED

- Each team: folder, digital camera, pen;
- Each person: Map and Roadbook, colour  scarf to identify 
   the team, Water bottles, Traditional pastry tastings;
- Winning team: Port wine bottle;
- English speaking Monitors, dressed in medieval costumes;
- All equipment necessary to do the activities;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Add an aura of mystery and mysticism, by doing this                 
activity by night: Evening Treasure Hunt in Sintra;

- Transfers Hotel/Sintra/Hotel;
- Combine with Sintra Wine Tour;
- Combine with Cascais & Sintra Tour;
- Combine with Boat/Sailing Tour Lisbon & Cascais;
- Lunch or dinner and Drinks;
- Add transfer in 4x4 Jeeps;
- Picnic in Sintra Park;
- Rappelling in Sintra (30m wall).

LAND
Treasure Hunts
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Sailing Tour Lisbon 

Experience the best views the Capital has to offer, while enjoying a carefree cruise along the River Tagus. 

Get to know Lisbon from a discoverer’s point of view! 

See the city as our world renowned sailors once did. 

Just sit back, relax and enjoy the views, while our tour guide reveals all of Lisbon’s secrets.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: 70

DURATION

2 Hours

INCLUDED

- Boat/ship rental with crew;
- Local Guide;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Drinks & Snacks;
- Live jazz music;
- Themed party;
- Extra activities;
- Transfer Hotel/Dock/Hotel.

MAKE IT EXTRA SPECIAL!
Some people believe that Lisbon is more beautiful at sunrise 
and at sunset. Come and decide for yourself! Book your 
breakfast at the Tagus River and start your day with the 
most amazing views of the city. Have a two hour journey in a 
beautiful sailboat. Or, if you prefer the sunset, which is equally 
remarkable: enjoy it with a good Port wine, for moments you 
will never forget.

BREAKFAST CRUISE: With a duration of 2h between 6am and 
10.30am. 
Includes: coffee, tea, milk, juice and a variety of bread.

SUNSET CRUISE: With a duration of 2h30, between 4pm and              
7pm.
Includes: Port wine tasting.

WATER
Sailing & Boat Cruise Tours
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Speedboats | Lisbon

We will take the group on an exciting and unforgettable ride on the Tagus River. 

Everybody will have the opportunity to see Lisbon from a different perspective.

We will ride along the northern shore of the river, between the Comércio Square and Belém Tower and back. 

We’ll have the chance to see all the main monuments and understand how the city is spread over the landscape of 7 
hills.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: 72

DURATION

1 Hour

INCLUDED

- Professional Skipper;
- Local Guide;
- Life Jacket and Rain Coat;
- Insurance;
- Marina Tax.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Drinks;
- Snacks;
- Treasure hunt option in speedboat;
- Transfer Hotel/Dock/Hotel.

WATER
Sailing & Boat Cruise Tours
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Sesimbra Nature & Beach Event 

It is time to take a day off from hectic business lifestyle and hang loose with the coolest of all Beach Events! Set in a 
hidden paradisiacal beach in Sesimbra, accessible only by boat or adventure trekking trails, this is the perfect location 
for an unforgettable full day experience! We have a catalog of activities available for you to choose from. Just select the 
activities that you prefer: from boat riding, kayaking inside a cave, beach volley, yoga, painting workshops, snorkeling and 
archery. 

Together with the perfect setting, a permanent bar and some caipirinhas, you have all the ingredients for a memorable 
day! 

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 40
Maximum: On request

DURATION

Full day

INCLUDED

- Boat transfer from Docks / Beach; 
- All equipment necessary for activities selected;
- English speaking monitor for each team or activity;
- Light lunch on the Beach with drinks included;
- Permanent bar with waters, soft drinks, beer, caipirinha 
   and seasonal fruits;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Sesimbra/Hotel;
- Add a competitive element to the game, and offer team 
   uniforms and prizes to the winning teams;
- Professional photographer (photographic coverage of the 
   event and a DVD with the photos);
- Have an ecofriendly activity included, combining this
     activity with a campaign to clean  the natural park trails.

WATER
Beach Events
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Beach Games at Guincho | Cascais

Portugal is famous for its yearlong warm climate and sunny days, and also for the many beaches spread across its 
coast! We want you to appreciate it in a fun, dynamic and original way. We can organize some fun beach games for you 
and your team, in a friendly atmosphere of party and relaxation. Surrounded by the sceneries of the Guincho Beach and 
the Atlantic Ocean, this is the perfect place to test your skills, team spirit and dynamism. Have fun and enjoy the sun in 
one of Portugal’s most loved surfing beaches. 

We have a wide catalog of exciting beach games for you to choose from and in the end you can always cool off with a 
swim in the sea!

You can choose the Survivor Team Challenge option, a fun interactive program where teams participate in various 
challenges.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 36
Maximum: 500

DURATION

3 to 4 Hours

INCLUDED

- All equipment necessary for the games and activities    
   selected; 
- English speaking monitor for each team or activity;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Guincho/Hotel;
- Tents and sunshades;
- Buffet lunch on the Beach;
- Massage tent;
- Surf  & Kitesurf class;
- Yoga or Meditation class;
- Self Defense or Capoeira Workshop;
- Professional photographer (photographic coverage of the 
   event and a DVD with the photos).

WATER
Beach Events
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Canoeing & Rock Climbing | Sesimbra, Arrábida

Start the day in Sesimbra and paddle along the coast passing beaches, little islands, caves and the ever blue waters of 
the wonderful Arrábida Natural Park. 

The Rock Climbing experience will take place at “A Fenda” (the Crack) which is one of the most stunning and spectacular 
places in the area.

GROUP SIZES

Minimum: 10
Maximum: On request

DURATION

4 to 8 Hours

INCLUDED

- All equipment necessary for the games and activities 
   selected;
- English speaking monitor for each team or activity;
- A piece of fruit, a cereal bar and a bottle of water per 
   person;
- Insurance.

OUR EXTRA SUGGESTIONS

- Transfer Hotel/Sesimbra/Hotel;
- Combine with Dolphin Watching;
- Combine with Jeep Safari Arrábida & Wine Tasting;
- Combine with Arrábida Tour;
- Lunch or dinner and Drinks;
- Add wine and cheese tastings;
- Professional photographer (photographic coverage of 
   the event and a DVD with the photos).

WATER
Canoeing & Rock Climbing


